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Intrapopulation diversity in isotopic niche over landscapes: Spatial patterns inform conservation of bear–salmon systems
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Abstract. Intrapopulation variability in resource acquisition (i.e., niche variation) influences population dynamics, with important implications for conservation planning. Spatial analyses of niche variation within and among populations can provide relevant information about ecological associations and their subsequent management. We used stable isotope analysis and kernel-weighted regression to examine spatial patterns in a keystone consumer–resource interaction: salmon (Oncorhynchus spp.) consumption by grizzly and black bears (Ursus arctos horribilis, n = 886; and Ursus americanus, n = 557) from 1995 to 2014 in British Columbia (BC), Canada. In a region on the central coast of BC (22,000 km²), grizzly bears consumed far more salmon than black bears (median proportion of salmon in assimilated diet of 0.62 and 0.06, respectively). Males of both species consumed more salmon than females (median proportions of 0.63 and 0.57 for grizzly bears and 0.06 and 0.03 for black bears, respectively). Black bears showed considerably more spatial variation in salmon consumption than grizzlies. Protected areas on the coast captured no more habitat for bears with high-salmon diets (i.e., proportions >0.5 of total diet) than did unprotected areas. In a continental region (~692,000 km²), which included the entire contemporary range of grizzlies in BC, males had higher salmon diets than females (median proportions of 0.41 and 0.04, respectively). High-salmon diets were concentrated in coastal areas for female grizzly bears, whereas males with high-salmon diets in interior areas were restricted to areas near major salmon watersheds. To safeguard this predator–prey association that spans coastal and interior regions, conservation planners and practitioners can consider managing across ecological and jurisdictional boundaries. More broadly, our approach highlights the importance of visualizing spatial patterns of dietary niche variation within populations to characterize ecological associations and inform management.
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**INTRODUCTION**

Food and other resources are patchily distributed across space and time, creating what Hutchinson (1957) described as the “mosaic nature of the environment.” Consumers use multiple behavioral strategies to maximize resource exploitation in the context of this variation (Stephens and Krebs 1986, Fauchald 1999, Weimerskirch et al. 2005). These varied patterns of resource use, constrained by competition within and among species, comprise the spatial and temporal diversity of species’ realized niches (Hutchinson 1957, Chase and Leibold 2003, Kearney and Porter 2009). Spatial variation in the realized niche is also a fundamental driver of the distribution and abundance of species (Murdoch et al. 2003, Stephens et al. 2007).

Understanding the spatial variability of resource acquisition within populations can inform conservation planning. Protected areas aim to conserve regions of biodiversity and promote long-term ecological and genetic variation. Yet, they can only represent portions of the habitat of most communities and the populations comprising them (Margules and Pressey 2000, Rodrigues and Gaston 2001, Chape et al. 2005). The spatial configuration of protected areas can be guided and prioritized by the distribution of diverse life history strategies and ecological variation across landscapes (e.g., behavioral variation, Cooke et al. 2014, species diversity, Brooks et al. 2006), such that networks of protected areas prioritize fitness-related resource use within populations (Rodrigues et al. 2004).

Individuals differ in how and where they acquire food resources, often resulting in markedly varied dietary niches within populations. For example, white-chinned petrels (*Petrochelidon acuticaudata*) exhibit individual or breeding-pair dietary specialization in the location and depth at which they forage for krill, fish, or squid during nesting and chick rearing (Jaeger et al. 2010). Even within species with limited mobility and home ranges, conspecific diets can differ, owing to specialized habitat use and movement patterns. For instance, differences in foraging-patch use by snapping sharks (*Lutjanus* spp.) relate to differences in prey preferences and movement tendencies among individuals in limited localized habitats (Hammerschlag-Peyer and Layman 2010). Dietary differentiation among individuals can also be driven by competition with other consumers for shared resources (e.g., through interference or exploitation competition, Amarasekare 2002). Given that an individual’s foraging directly affects its fecundity and survival (Bolnick et al. 2003, Biro and Stamps 2008, Smith and Blumstein 2008), dietary niche variation across individuals can influence the productivity, stability, and persistence of populations (Dall et al. 2012, Sih et al. 2012, Wolf and Weissing 2012).

Processes to identify candidate protected areas might benefit from measuring intra-population variation, which requires tools to assess how individuals differ in their foraging across space. Spatial variation in resource use within consumer populations can be derived from stable isotope analysis (SIA), which estimates contributions of various food sources to individual consumer diets (Newson et al. 2007, Moore and Semmens 2008, Ben-David and Flaherty 2012). When SIA data are tied to spatial and temporal information (e.g., island vs. mainland populations, discrete sampling locations), it is possible to characterize realized isotopic niche variation spatially within and among populations (e.g., Darimont et al. 2009, Semmens et al. 2009, Jaeger et al. 2010, Ehrich et al. 2015). Spatial representations of patterns from SIA, often denoted as isotopic landscapes or “isoscapes,” have been used in migratory research to visualize geographic origins or movement and behavior patterns across landscapes (Hobson 2005, Hobson et al. 2010, Wunder 2010, Pekarsky et al. 2015). Isotopic landscapes of dietary data can geographically characterize the diversity in realized dietary niche of specific prey contributions, and the corresponding ecological implications of predator–prey systems (Schindler and Lubetkin 2004).

We use a bear–salmon predator–prey system in British Columbia (BC), Canada, to illustrate our isotopic-landscape approach. Pacific salmon (*Oncorhynchus* spp.) provide a critical, energy-rich food for black and grizzly (also referred to as “brown”) bears (*Ursus americanus* and *Ursus arctos horribilis*, respectively) before winter sleep. Individual bears exploit variation in salmon availability by tracking spawning events across landscapes to maximize their foraging success (Schindler et al. 2013, Levi et al. 2015). Salmon consumption is closely related to fitness correlates...
for both males (e.g., body size, mobility) and females (e.g., cub litter size) (Hilderbrand et al. 2000, Kovach and Powell 2003, Belant et al. 2006, Zedrosser et al. 2007, Costello et al. 2009, Bryan et al. 2014). Moreover, bears with high-salmon diets are physically larger, show decreased levels of stress hormones, exhibit increased reproductive success, and exist at higher population densities than bears without access to salmon (Hilderbrand et al. 1999, 2000, Gende et al. 2001, Belant et al. 2006, Mowat and Heard 2006, Levi et al. 2012, Bryan et al. 2014). Males generally have higher salmon diets than females, with male grizzly bears often competitively excluding sympatric females and black bears (Rode et al. 2006, Fortin et al. 2007). Although salmon and other meat sources are critical for bears, individuals balance their nutritional intake of protein with fruit to maximize fitness (Robbins et al. 2007, Erlenbach et al. 2014). In addition to providing fitness benefits to bears, salmon subsidize coastal ecosystems with marine-derived nutrients, often distributed by bears into terrestrial habitats via the deposition of carcasses, feces, and urine, a process that strongly influences associated food webs (Reimchen 2000, Schindler et al. 2003, Quinn et al. 2009, Hocking and Reynolds 2011).

We demonstrate how isotopic landscapes can characterize variation in dietary contributions and inform conservation planning. Mowat and Heard (2006) broadly described these patterns for grizzly bears at a continental scale; we build on this work by offering spatial approaches to examine variability in the bear–salmon predator–prey association across spatial regions, species, and sexes. First, we characterize and compare spatial variability in salmon consumption by both sexes of coastal black and grizzly bears. Second, we detail the geographic variation in bear–salmon associations across the province of BC. We ask how well conservancies might be protecting the keystone bear–salmon interaction. We illustrate how such a spatial approach can describe ecological associations and support conservation planning.

Materials and Methods

Study areas and sample collection

We used hair samples to estimate dietary salmon and other prey contributions in two regions. In a coastal area of BC, Canada, we used DNA from hair samples to link diet to unique individual bears of known species and sex (Woods et al. 1999, Paetkau 2003, Proctor et al. 2010). The coastal area is nested within a larger continental area, delineated by the province of BC (Fig. 1). Continental (hereafter “provincial”) data from grizzly bears first appeared in Mowat and Heard (2006).

Coastal area.—In the central coast region of BC, our sampling efforts focused on a matrix of islands and nearby mainland valleys (Fig. 1; Service et al. 2014). We collected hair samples from female and male black (unique individual–location–year combinations, $n = 90$, $n = 467$, respectively) and grizzly (unique individual–location–year combinations, $n = 52$, $n = 246$, respectively) bears in May and June from 2010 to 2014 at noninvasive hair snagging stations ($n = 71$ in 2010, growing in effort to $n = 265$ by 2014) distributed over approximately 22,000 km$^2$ (for detailed methods, see Bryan et al. 2013, 2014, Service et al. 2014). We collected hair at intervals of 10–14 days. Stations were disassembled between years. Because collection occurred during the shedding phase of the annual molt, isotopic measures in samples represent annual assimilated diet during the entire previous year’s hair growth (~June–October; Hilderbrand et al. 1996).

Provincial area.—Hair samples from female and male grizzly bears (unique individual–location–year combinations, $n = 248$, $n = 340$, respectively) were collected across the 692,000 km$^2$ of grizzly bear habitat in BC, from 1995 to 2003, by provincial representatives from multiple research projects and inspections (Fig. 1; Mowat and Heard 2006). We augmented these historical data with our own coastal grizzly data for provincial analyses.

Ethics statement.—Black and grizzly bear hair sampling from the coastal area was approved by the Animal Care Committee at the University of Victoria (permit no. 2012-018). We conducted research in the traditional territories of the Heiltsuk, Kitasoo/Xa’ixais, Nuxalk, and Wuikinuxv Nations, with whom we partnered in this work. We also had a permit no. 106703 from BC Parks to sample in conservancies. Agreements for these data with partner governments prohibit us from displaying sample locations.
Dietary contributions

We prepared and processed samples for SIA using established protocols (Darimont and Reich-chen 2002, Darimont et al. 2008, and Bryan et al. 2014). We estimated dietary contributions from predetermined food groups for individuals in coastal and provincial areas using Bayesian isotope mixing models (Stock and Semmens 2013), which use the stable nitrogen ($\delta^{15}$N) and carbon ($\delta^{13}$C) isotope ratios in consumer and food resource samples, fractionation rates, and associated uncertainties to predict the proportion of a diet made up of a given resource (Moore and Semmens 2008, Ben-David and Flaherty 2012). In cases where coastal individuals were sampled in multiple locations within the same year, we attributed the individual’s salmon consumption value to the sample selected for measuring the individual’s isotope signature (the highest quality sample).

For coastal populations, we estimated the proportion of each bear’s yearly diet from salmon, intertidal food sources, ungulates, and plants (Appendix S1: Table S1). Over the provincial area, across which food availability differs, we modeled dietary proportions by including only foods present in areas in which individuals were sampled (Fig. 1; Mowat and Heard 2006). Depending on diet model region, these included terrestrial meat (ungulates), landlocked salmon (kokanee;
Onchorhynchus nerka), spawning Pacific salmon, intertidal food sources, and plants (Fig. 1; Appendix S1: Table S1). Given our focus on the bear–salmon association, we used the median contribution from salmon to yearly diet (hereafter “salmon consumption”) for spatial analyses.

Spatial analyses

We estimated continuous isotopic landscapes that characterized salmon consumption using non-parametric kernel-weighted regression (see below; Watson 1964, O’Sullivan and Unwin 2010, Nadaraya 2012). We considered the median salmon consumption value for each individual to be associated with its sample location. When coastal individuals were detected in multiple years, we considered each bear–year case separately (n = 557 black and 298 grizzly), representing 379 black (n = 84 female, n = 295 male) and 122 grizzly (n = 40 female, n = 82 male) unique individuals. If individuals were detected at multiple locations within a year, we considered each individual–location–year combination separately.

Kernel-weighted regression is a locally weighted “smoother” that generates estimates of a response variable across a sampled landscape. Using the spatial location of each observation, kernel-weighted regression affords more importance to nearby observations than to distant observations when estimating the response. Employing a Gaussian kernel, we estimated the model’s bandwidth (the smoothing parameter equivalent to the standard deviation of the Gaussian kernel distribution) using the standard least-squares cross-validation technique (Kie 2013). In all models, each empirical observation of salmon consumption contributed to the smoothed prediction of salmon consumption at all other locations in space, as weighted by the two-dimensional Gaussian kernel. We fit models in R 3.2.3 with the kernel regression function “smooth” within the spatstat package (Baddeley and Turner 2005, R Development Core Team 2016; for code and source data, see github.com/megansadams/Isotopic-niche-diversity).

We performed analyses in the coastal and provincial areas. To examine spatial and temporal variation at a coastal scale, we created separate non-parametric kernel-weighted regressions with data for male bears across all years and for each species–year combination (n = 10) from 2010 to 2014, using a unique cross-validated bandwidth in each case. Owing to low sample sizes in each year, we modeled data for female bears by pooling data across all years. In the provincial area, we performed separate non-parametric regressions for female and male grizzly bears, modeling larger-scale patterns in salmon consumption from 1995 to 2014. We present kernel regression estimates in a 95% spatial extent—the region that falls within the 95th-percentile contour of the summed kernel density (see Appendix S1 for details).

Our data represent the spatial and temporal integration of the previous year’s foraging. Samples do not represent the exact location of the foraging patterns inferred from isotope analysis. Specifically, samples were collected during spring across varied terrain (from lowland estuaries to alpine meadows), whereas salmon foraging by the same individuals occurs during fall in one to many spawning areas. Accordingly, we describe spatial patterns in annual salmon consumption as exhibited by bears post winter sleep. Given species- and sex-related variability in mobility and home range size, we do this coarsely across large landscapes. We note that the kernels’ smoothing parameters (5.4–14.2 km for black, 6.8–38 km for grizzly) align with previously reported home range estimates. Bear home ranges are highly variable, ranging from ~20 km² for coastal female black bears to ~900 km² for male grizzly bear in interior habitats (Hatler et al. 2008), but these areas are of an order similar to those over which individual bears provide information in our kernel regression models. Although we report estimates of how much salmon (and other foods) bears consumed at an ecologically relevant spatial scale, we cannot specifically predict the watersheds in which consumption occurred.

Characterizing inter-specific and inter-sex niche similarity

We calculated the correlation between species and sexes to assess similarity in coastal black and grizzly salmon consumption estimates across all years using the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient. We calculated the correlation using the kernel regression estimates at grid points (every 250 m, corresponding to widely available landscape data) within the common area of each species’ and sex’s kernel spatial extent.
Identifying areas of high-salmon diets in conservancies on the coast

Parks and protected areas (hereafter “conservancies”) represent ~28% of the coastal study area (Appendix S1: Fig. S1; Province of British Columbia 2016). To illustrate how well conservancies represent regions with bears of relatively high-salmon diets (and therefore potentially the highest reproductive success), we compared coast-wide estimates of salmon consumption in unprotected areas for female black and grizzly bears to estimates within designated conservancies. We assessed estimates for females because their access to salmon is closely affiliated with fecundity, and is more constrained than males, both by smaller home range size and competition with males (Ben-David et al. 2004, Bryan et al. 2014). For the range of proportional salmon consumption values between zero (no salmon consumed) and one (only salmon consumed), we assessed how well conservancies represent areas where bears consumed salmon at or above each given value. First, for each specified value, we found the spatial region where model-estimated salmon consumption exceeded the value within each model’s 95% spatial extent. Next, for each given value, we calculated the proportion of the corresponding spatial region contained within conservancies. We also calculated median estimates of salmon consumption inside and outside of conservancy areas.

Revealing the influence of marine resources on interior regions

Salmon are readily available in coastal watersheds, but they also travel far (i.e., >1000 km) into interior habitats along salmon-bearing rivers (Groot and Margolis 1991). To demonstrate the spatial distribution of bears with relatively high-salmon diets along the salmon-resource gradient from coastal to interior habitats, we compared province-wide estimates of salmon consumption for female and male grizzly bears to estimates from specific coastal areas. We used two representations of coastal areas based on (1) biogeoclimatic zoning (the “Coast and Mountain Temperate Rainforest EcoProvince”; Demarchi 2011) and (2) administrative and management zoning (the “Great Bear Rainforest” (GBR), the popular name for a region of limited industrial development on the coast; DellaSala et al. 2011; Appendix S1: Fig. S2). For the range of proportional salmon consumption values between zero (no salmon consumed) and one (only salmon consumed), we evaluated how well the areas delineated by the EcoProvince and the GBR represent areas where bears consumed salmon at or above each given value as compared with estimates from across the provincial spatial extent. For each specified value, we determined the spatial region where (within each model’s 95% spatial extent) model-estimated salmon consumption exceeded the value. For each given value of salmon consumption, we calculated the proportion of the corresponding spatial region contained within both the EcoProvince and the GBR.

RESULTS

Coastal area

Estimates of salmon consumption revealed spatial variation between species and between sexes. For both species at the coastal scale, salmon consumption generally increased from interior to coastal areas (Figs. 2, 3). Grizzlies, both female and male, had higher proportions of dietary salmon (median = 0.57 and 0.62, respectively) than did black bears (median = 0.03 and 0.06, respectively), and males had higher dietary salmon than females in both grizzly and black bears (Fig. 3). Estimates of salmon consumption were more heterogeneous in male black bears than in grizzly bears among years and across space (Fig. 2). Across the entire dataset, relative variability in salmon consumption was higher for black bears than for grizzly bears (black bears: Coefficient of variation (CV) = 1.44 for females, CV = 1.17 for males; grizzly bears: CV = 0.26 for females, CV = 0.15 for males). Despite these differences, estimated levels of salmon consumption were positively correlated across space for species and sexes. Spatial patterns of salmon consumption were particularly similar for male black and grizzly bears (Spearman’s r = 0.83) and much less so for females of the two species (r = 0.22). Salmon consumption patterns were similar for females and males in both black (r = 0.66) and grizzly (r = 0.69) bears.

The remainder of grizzly diet was made up of similar contributions in females and males by intertidal prey (medians = 0.27) and plant sources (medians = 0.11, 0.06, respectively), with minimal (<0.01) terrestrial meat contributions.
Female and male black bears had high proportions of plant contributions (medians = 0.89, 0.82, respectively). Following salmon, terrestrial meat was the largest meat source for female and male black bears (medians = 0.03, 0.04), respectively, followed by minimal contributions of intertidal prey.

On the coast, conservancies contained female bears with a similar range of salmon consumption estimates as bears outside conservancies (Fig. 4). Within conservancies, the median estimate of salmon consumption by female black bears was 0.06, and the median estimate for female grizzly bears was 0.67; outside conservancies, median salmon consumption was 0.07 and 0.63, respectively.

**Provincial area**

Estimates of salmon consumption for bears sampled between 1995 and 2014 reveal the geographic range and variability of grizzly bear diet on a continental scale (Fig. 5). For the entire provincial area, and as expected, salmon comprised a greater proportion of male diet (median = 0.41) than of female diet (median = 0.04; Fig. 5). For both males and females, the distribution of salmon consumption was bimodal, with a large fraction of bears eating almost no salmon and another fraction having high-salmon diets (~0.65 for females and ~0.75 for males; Fig. 5 insets). Although females with the highest salmon consumption were concentrated in coastal
regions, the bear–salmon association extended well into the interior for males (Fig. 5).

For both sexes of grizzly bears in the coast region, diet models estimated that salmon constituted the largest dietary component (Table 1). In the interior, where the Fraser River and associated watersheds flow far inland, females relied on contributions from both plants (median = 0.58) and terrestrial meat (median = 0.31) more than salmon (median = 0.05), whereas males consumed more salmon than terrestrial meat (median = 0.2 and 0.08, respectively). Bears ate considerable quantities of plants in all diet model regions (medians ranging from 0.29 to 0.63), except in the coast region (medians ranging from 0.06 to 0.12).

Over the provincial area, the coastal regions captured areas where bears have particularly high-salmon diets (Fig. 6). In particular, the Coastal EcoProvince contained half of the area in which male estimates of salmon consumption exceed 0.26, and all of the area where estimates exceed 0.67. The same region included half of the area in which female estimates of salmon consumption exceed 0.07, and all of the area where estimates exceed 0.44. The slightly smaller GBR region contained half of the area where male estimates of salmon consumption exceed 0.43, and all of the area where estimates exceed 0.67. For females, the GBR included half of the area where estimates of salmon consumption exceed 0.12, and all of the area where estimates exceed 0.58.
DISCUSSION

We revealed pronounced spatial patterns in salmon consumption by black and grizzly bears using stable isotope signatures from a substantial dataset of sampled individuals across large coastal and provincial areas. Moreover, we revealed new spatial detail about bear–salmon systems and associated ecological implications at a continental scale. We demonstrated differences in the magnitude and variability of salmon consumption between sexes, and within and between bear species from coastal to interior habitats. Salmon consumption by black bears was not only lower, but also more heterogeneous than by grizzly bears. High proportions of dietary salmon were constrained to coastal habitats for female grizzly bears, but extended into interior habitats along major salmon watersheds for males. This level of spatial detail allowed us to examine the geographic siting of conservation areas in a novel way. We detected this detail by developing and applying a generalizable approach to characterize spatial variation in
realized niche of specific prey contributions. Such characterization could provide information key for planning landscape-scale protection of important ecological interactions for wide-ranging carnivores and their prey.

We acknowledge some limitations to our approach. Specifically, our analyses do not incorporate information on age, movement, competition, or resource availability from which we might elucidate the processes driving patterns of dietary variation. We note the scale of movement of these bears, and hence the scale of this analysis, is quite broad and caution against applying the results of this analysis at too fine a scale. Any specific and localized management decisions informed by this model ought to be supplemented with more detailed and scale-appropriate data. Moreover, the spatial extent of our

Table 1. Median proportions of estimated dietary contributions by diet model region and sex of unique individual-year combinations of black and grizzly bears (Ursus americanus and Ursus arctos horribilis, respectively) in British Columbia, Canada.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Food type</th>
<th>Black</th>
<th>Grizzly</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coast</td>
<td>Coast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F (n = 92)</td>
<td>M (n = 399)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intertidal</td>
<td>0.01 0.01</td>
<td>0.22 0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plants</td>
<td>0.90 0.82</td>
<td>0.12 0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salmon</td>
<td>0.03 0.06</td>
<td>0.57 0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terrestrial meat</td>
<td>0.03 0.04</td>
<td>&lt;0.01 &lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intertidal</td>
<td>Plants</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Diet model regions correspond to regions in Fig. 1.

Fig. 4. Conservancy-protected proportion of coastal area in which median salmon consumption exceeds the given value for female (a) black (Ursus americanus) and (b) grizzly (Ursus arctos horribilis) bears from 2010 to 2014. X-axis based on species-specific quartiles of salmon consumption estimates, whereas minimum salmon consumption within an area (the gray line) based on kernel regression estimates.
visualizations of salmon consumption niche is subject to the geographic range of bear detections. Although other dietary sources were accounted for in our model, we did not assess the spatial variation in their consumption patterns across the province, focusing instead only on salmon. Future work could integrate such information to build on our spatial approach.

The patterns we detected in coastal habitats likely arise from intra- and inter-specific bear interactions. Consistent with previous studies, we found pronounced grizzly-over-black and male-over-female patterns for the amount of salmon that coastal bears consume (Rode et al. 2006, Fortin et al. 2007). Although we did not assess competition, where bear species are allopatric (i.e., most island habitats), we suspect black bears consume higher levels of salmon due to a lack of interference competition (Jacoby et al. 1999). A reduced salmon niche in females could be driven by competitive interference with males (or with any sex of grizzly for black bears), especially through females avoiding salmon rivers when accompanied by cubs to reduce the probability of infanticide from males (Ben-David et al. 2004, Rode et al. 2006, Bourbonnais et al. 2014). Work in nearby Alaska shows that male grizzlies often dominate salmon-foraging locations, leaving other bears to feed in less-productive locations or times (Belant et al. 2006, 2010, Fortin et al. 2007). Our results showed that salmon consumption by black bears was more variable than salmon consumption by grizzlies, a pattern that may be driven by interference competition from dominant grizzlies during fluctuations in salmon availability (Hodgson and Quinn 2002) or from competition with salmon-eating coastal wolves (Darimont et al. 2003, 2008). Our results support previous research demonstrating higher dietary contributions of fruit and plants by bears subject to competitive exclusion by male grizzly bears for salmon resources (Fortin et al. 2007).

Analyzing patterns in niche variation across large spatial scales can yield insight into broader ecological implications. The movement of nutrients, prey, and their consumers, for example, can have strong impacts on population and community dynamics (Polis and Hurd 1996, Polis et al. 1997, Yang et al. 2008, McCauley et al. 2012). Mowat and Heard (2006) showed coarse-level geographical variation in the bear–salmon association at a continental scale. We detailed the distribution and degree of salmon consumption, and by extension, patterns of marine–terrestrial nutrient transport. For males, this association appears to reach far beyond the temperate
rainforest boundary into interior ecosystems along salmon-bearing watersheds, whereas high-salmon diets in females are generally constrained to coastal environments. This is likely driven by competitive interactions with males, whose larger home ranges might also better overlap the sparser locations of salmon availability into interior habitats.

Understanding how individuals make different livings in different areas can inform conservation efforts for bears (Levi et al. 2015). Our approach here highlights variability in consumption of salmon, a food resource tightly coupled to individual and population fitness (Hilderbrand et al. 1999, 2000, Kovach and Powell 2003, Belant et al. 2006, Zedrosser et al. 2007, Costello et al. 2009, Bryan et al. 2014). As variation in resource use can drive population dynamics, understanding spatial and temporal components of such variability at appropriate spatial scales can help to assess the potential ecological relevance of existing protected areas and identify the value of protecting new areas. In the coastal area, within which habitat for salmon and grizzlies putatively played prominent roles in protected-area design (Price et al. 2009, DellaSala 2011), we showed that existing conservancies do no better than unprotected areas at representing habitat where bears exhibit high-salmon diets. This suggests that while future protected areas could be prioritized around high-productivity areas (e.g., river valleys with accessible salmon), current protected areas capture the suite of females’ dietary niches at a landscape scale. Whereas lower-productivity areas (with little economic value) are generally designated as protected (Joppa and Pfaff 2009), our results show a suite of dietary niches are captured in these coastal-protected areas. In the provincial area, the GBR region captures the bear–salmon association after which it was in part named (Price et al. 2009, DellaSala 2011).

We speculate that coastal concentrations of salmon-eating grizzly bears may represent source populations. Although beyond the scope of this research, we might expect less-productive

---

Fig. 6. Proportion of British Columbia in which salmon consumption estimates exceed the given value contained within the Coastal EcoProvince (black) and Great Bear Rainforest (GBR) (gray) for (a) female and (b) male grizzly bears (*Ursus arctos horribilis*), between 1995 and 2014. X-axis based on sex-specific quartiles of salmon consumption estimates, whereas minimum salmon consumption within an area (the gray line) based on kernel regression estimates.
populations (sinks) to be associated with lower meat availability (Hilderbrand et al. 1999), and perhaps additionally with high human-caused mortality (Artelle et al. 2016). Alternatively, contrasting dietary niches driven by some bears’ specialization in salmon may create demographic and genetic structure across sub-populations. Our results with males suggest that conservation planners and practitioners can consider this bear–salmon association and the community and ecosystem services it provides to extend far beyond the bounds of the GBR. Whereas salmon are generally managed as a marine resource, their influence on terrestrial communities is widespread and must be accounted for across ecological and jurisdictional boundaries (Price et al. 2009, Darimont et al. 2010, Levi et al. 2012, Artelle et al. 2016).

More broadly, information about geographic and temporal variation in consumer–resource interactions can be used to prioritize conservation and management efforts for any taxa. Visualizing trends in consumer–resource interactions across space allows for insight into the factors that drive niche variation (e.g., spatial variability in critical food resources or important habitats) and facilitate population persistence ( Tilman and Kareiva 1997, Roy et al. 2005), although we note that we cannot detect whether the geographic variation is linked to individual specialization in different areas, to resource distribution, or a combination of the two. Understanding spatial variation in ecological patterns, therefore, can inform and empower conservation solutions, such as the configuration of critical habitat, the size of protected areas, and their potential linkages (Crooks and Sanjayan 2006, Bellard et al. 2012). In an era of increasing habitat fragmentation and environmental change, spatial ecology can aid conservation scientists and managers in identifying and safeguarding important areas that remain for wildlife (Polis et al. 2004, Holt 2009).
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